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Doll-sized quilts can be completed relatively quickly and inexpensively. They can be made into

pillow covers, runners, or wall decorations, or used as a lesson or as a trial for a larger project; and

they can be swapped, gifted, or posted. In Little Quiltsâ€™ 15 step-by-step projects, sometimes the

quilt is just one block, sometimes several blocks, but all have been designed with the same attention

to detail as a full-sized quilt. Seven quilts have been designed by Sarah Fielke and seven by Amy

Lobsiger, and the final quilt is a collaborationâ€”with Amy making the central circle, then sending it to

Sarah to turn it into a finished quilt. Techniques include hand- and machine-quilting, traditional

piecing, paper piecing, appliquÃ©, and embroidery. The size of the quilts (nothing larger than 24 x

24 inches) will tempt you to try a new sewing technique or a new design concept, and you can either

follow the instructions or use them as inspiration for your own quilt design.
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Sarah Fielke is a quilter, teacher, designer, and author of four hugely successful quilt books: Hand

Quilted with Love (published by Cico Books in 2013), Material Obsession: Contemporary Quilt

Designs, Material Obsession Two: Shared Inspiration, and Quilting: From Little Things.  Amy

Lobsiger has been a quilter for 20 years. She has worked at her local quilt store for a decade,

teaching, designing store samples, and writing patterns. Sarah is based in Sydney, Australia; Amy is

based in Michigan, USA.



This is a wonderful book! It teaches skills in a clear, thoughtful way and walks you through creation

of each quilt from start to finish. The finished quilts make wonderful gifts, or make them all and

create a wonderful wall of little quilts. I've made three quilts from the book so far. My favorite is the

foundation paper pieced star, the "Drawn Together" pattern that is featured on the cover of the

book. You can do additional hand quilting and it becomes a stunning little quilt! I look forward to

making more and plan to learn Hawaiian applique using the techniques in the book.

A delightful book about small quilts. From doll beds to wall hangings to mug rugs! It was full of ideas

to use up your scraps, and a wide variety of techniques as well. Applique, embroidery, pieced and

paper piecing. It's all there. I made one of the quilts on the cover, and it was a good size block. One

you can use in many ways--as a center block in a small medallion quilt, a panel for a tote bag, a

small wall hanging, or make more for a quilt. Though the author shows a preference for hand

quilting, this is great for small quilts and is a great accent, you can also do machine quilting if that is

your choice.I recommend this book because of its versatility and variety.

This is a nice book.You can find small projects from this book.I already made some and it was for

my friends and also family.I can make nice little presents sometime with this book.

Good book

I really wanted a small Quilt book to make a quilt for the doll bed I just bought for a 18 inches doll,

some of the hand sewing I really didn't want to do. My fault I didn't really read just the photos

capture my interest .I still will use my sewing manchine I have tunnel syndrome .Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Âž

I simply don't have the time or patience for big quilts but love dolls and doll collecting so love making

small quilts. They are wonderful forwrappig dolls in to go along to doll club meetings and events and

great for display of dolls too. This book has some unusul ones that I like very much. I look forward to

the book getting much use and enjoyment.

Cute book

adorable little quilts. It takes forever to make a bed size quilt, but little ones work up in a few hours.



That way, you can try different styles without a lot of time and money invested.
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